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PAIR OF MONUMENTAL FRENCH 19TH CENTURY IRON GARDEN SPEARS
SCULPTURES

$3,750
A pair of monumental French iron garden spears sculptures from the 19th century. Behold the majestic presence of this pair of

monumental French iron garden spears sculptures from the 19th century, pieces that exude the grandeur and enduring strength
of their era. These sculptures, with their imposing size and beautifully weathered appearance, are a testament to the timeless
beauty and rustic charm of French garden art. Crafted from iron, a material celebrated for its durability and strength, these

garden spears have stood the test of time. Their nicely weathered appearance tells a story of their past, each mark and patina
adding a layer of depth and character to the sculptures. The elegant spear design, bold and striking, makes a powerful
statement, invoking images of historic French gardens and the grandeur of the 19th century. In a modern home, these

monumental garden spears can serve as dramatic focal points in a garden or outdoor space. Their towering presence and
artistic form can transform a simple garden into a space of wonder and historical allure. Placed amidst lush greenery or along a

garden path, they create an intriguing visual contrast, adding a touch of rustic elegance and historical charm to your outdoor
haven. Whether admired from afar or up close, these French iron garden spear sculptures are more than just decorative items;
they are pieces of history, inviting contemplation and admiration, and adding a profound sense of grandeur to any space they

inhabit.

Height: 91 in (231.14 cm)

Width: 17 in (43.18 cm)

Depth: 17 in (43.18 cm)

SKU: A 4959
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